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Ito Review

the Guidance
(Ito Review 2.0)

In order for companies to enhance their earning power and realize sustainable 
corporate value creation, it is important to ensure appropriate governance 
exercise and to encourage constructive dialogue with their investors. 

I. Background & Objective
~Need of the Guidance~

 Project launched in July 2013, published in August 2014
 Brought up and clarified issues on paradox of continuously low 

profitability, an under-developed asset management nation in 
absence of long-term investors, a vicious cycle caused by 
insufficient dialogue

 Suggested simultaneous realization of both innovation and 
high profitability, optimization of investment chain, “Dialogue-
rich nation” pursuing high-quality dialogue

 Published in May 2017 
(Ito Review 2.0 was published in October 2017)

 Suggested ideal approaches of strategic investments to 
enhance sustainable corporate value creation, company 
evaluation from a long-term perspective by investors, 
and disclosures and dialogues by companies

 As a guidance for deepening mutual understanding between 
companies and investors through information disclosure and 
dialogue / engagement and promote collaborative activities 
to create sustainable value

Investment Chain & Recent Initiatives

Background from “Ito Review”

３

“Ito Review” (2013~2014) “Ito Review 2.0” (2017)
Guidance for Collaborative Value Creation

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
Encouraging growth-oriented corporate governance and constructive dialogue between companies and investors are the key to enhancing corporate “earning power” and sustainable value creation.“Ito Review” provided the basis for comprehensive corporate governance reform.



a Guideline for 
Corporate Managers

& Directors
that addresses the way of comprehensive
communication by key information to 
investors by corporate managers

a Guideline for
Investors

that addresses the way of evaluation, 
investment decision-making, and steward-
ship activities by investors from a long-term 
perspective

As a “Shared Language” that connects Companies & Investors

Expected Role & Usage

Corporate Managers
& Directors

Investors

Expected Role
 Outline a whole picture of value creation process in a 

structured and integrated manner
 Evaluate and identify the material items using the 

Guidance as a basic framework in consideration of 
specificity

 Present a value creation process as a story in 
consideration of interdependence (interconnectivity) of 
each item

Expected Role
 Evaluate sustainable value creation including ESG 

integration as a framework
 Enhance dialogue between asset owners and asset 

managers using the Guidance

I. Background & Objective
~What is “the Guidance for Collaborative Value Creation”?~

“Guidance for Collaborative Value Creation” is a basic framework for dialogue and 
disclose connecting companies and investors as their “shared language”.
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Usage
 Review the current disclosure / dialogue with 

investors and map out actions for those which are 
not yet included based on the Guidance 

 Utilize in a internal discussion on circumstances of 
corporate management and disclosure

Usage
 Dialogue with companies using the Guidance as a 

blueprint for comprehensive and mutual 
understanding on value creation

 Describe priorities and interests to address their 
investment stance

Promote voluntary and proactive 
initiatives by Companies and Investors

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
3. 機関投資家の投資判断、スチュワードシップ活動におけるガイダンス活用の推進投資家やアナリストの企業評価やスチュワードシップ活動を充実・強化する手段として、ひいては中長期的な投資リターンを高める観点から、本ガイダンスの活用を推進していくことを提言したい。具体的な方策としては、以下のような取組が考えられよう。3.1. 企業評価やESG インテグレーションにおける活用促進「ガイダンス」には、投資家が持続的な企業価値を評価するための枠組みとしての役割も期待されている。特に企業評価や対話等において、長期投資を標ぼうする投資家がこのような情報に関心を示さず、短期的な数字の確認・分析にとどまるようであれば、企業経営者が積極的にこれらの戦略情報を開示し、投資家に伝えようとする意欲を減退させる。したがって、投資家が自らの投資理念や方針を明示するとともに、「ガイダンス」で示される枠組みや要素を参照しながらアナリスト等が企業分析を行い、仮説を持って企業との対話から情報を引き出し、レポート等の形で投資家はもちろん企業経営者等に対しても洞察を与えるといった動きを活性化していくことが必要である。このため、前述の「プラットフォーム」や投資家・アナリスト等資本市場関係者や関係機関・団体等において「ガイダンス」を活用した企業評価や対話を促進する取組が行われ、そこで得た知見を「ガイダンス」や対話の改善につなげていくことを提言したい。また、機関投資家が自らの投資判断、あるいはスチュワードシップ活動の中にESG要素を組み入れた評価（ESG インテグレーション等）を行うことの重要性が増している。「（日本版）スチュワードシップ・コード」や国際的なガイドライン等においても、これら要素を含め投資先企業の長期的なリスク要因や事業機会等を評価することが求められており、そのための枠組みとして「ガイダンス」が活用されることが期待される。加えて、同コード改訂により、機関投資家の議決権行使結果の個別開示が指針として示されたことから、機関投資家が投資先企業の状況を把握し対話を行う動きが加速することも考えられる67。さらに、このような動きを通じて、企業のビジネスモデルや戦略、ESG 等の情報が充実することで、それらを活用したインデックスや格付け等が中長期的な企業価値評価をより反映するものとなっていくことも重要である。3.2. アセットオーナーと運用機関の対話における活用機関投資家のスチュワードシップ責任に関連して、それぞれのアセットオーナーがスチュワードシップ責任に関する方針や議決権行使ガイドライン等を整備し、見直していくことが求められている。日本版スチュワードシップ・コードにおいて、機関投資家はスチュワードシップ責任を果たすための明確な方針を策定・公表すべきとされ、さらに、同コード改訂において、アセットオーナーがスチュワードシップ活動に関して運用機関に求める事項や原則を明示すべきとされた。また、アセットオーナーと運用機関の関係について、一方通行のモニタリングから双方向のコミュニケーションを重視したエンゲージメントへの転換やESG要素の考慮等の動きが見られる。こうした動きを促進する観点から、特に投資先企業との対話やモニタリング等に関するアセットオーナーの運用機関評価等において、「ガイダンス」で示された要素が活用・参照されるような取組が行われることも期待される。



Misconception #1
The Guidance is aimed 
solely for disclosure, 
and to impose 
additional disclosure...

5

I. Background & Objective
~3 Common Misconceptions~

Misconception #2
Items listed in the 
Guidance must be 
disclosed 
comprehensively in a 
fixed order...

Misconception #3
Dialogue with investors 
does not work well 
without disclosure 
founded on the 
Guidance...

The Guidance is for companies to outline the key 
information of the companies in a systematic and 
comprehensive manner, and not for requesting additional 
disclosure.

As each company has its own unique value creation process, 
the Guidance or its items shall not be interpreted as
inflexible nor excessively formal. 
It is preferred that the orders and contents of these listed 
items shall be set with flexibility based on individual 
companies’ circumstances and goals.

It is preferred that investors and analysts proactively 
dialogue with companies to fill in gaps in information 
asymmetry or recognition in reference to the Guidance and 
comprehend necessary information for investment decision, 
rather than waiting for disclosures or explanations 
passively.

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
留意すべき点：価値協創ガイダンス　前文　本ガイダンスに期待される役割　より
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1. Values
“Values” serve as the core principles for making decisions on 
future corporate directions and strategies. 

Values Strategy GovernanceBusiness 
model

Sustainability
/Growth

Investors

Present connectivity of 
“Values” with Business model

Evaluate Strategy and KPIs 
based on “Values”, understand
connectivity of competitive     
advantage and corporate purposes

Society

Identify “social issues” that can 
be management challenges and 
business opportunities

Corporate 
Philosophy & culture, etc.

Management
decision

Business model,
Business

Management vision
“Future vision”

Corporate values

1.2. Relationship with Society 
“Social issues” recognized as management challenge and 
business opportunities

Integration of                                   into  4. Strategy2. Business model

Social
Issues

Unique principle for corporate directions & strategy
Fundamental for realizing visions

Foundation of unique mission
Business opportunities in social issues

4. Strategy 5. Performance & KPIs&

Corporate philosophy, management vision, and corporate culture
as core principles of business model and management decision making

1.1. Corporate Philosophy and Vision

The core principles for making decisions on future corporate directions & strategies
1. Values

7

II. Instruction of the Guidance 
Performance

& KPIs



2. Business model
“Business model” serves as a blueprint to establish and maintain 
corporate competitive advantage.

Values Strategy GovernanceBusiness 
model

2.2. Essential Elements for Ensuring Competitive Advantage

2.2.1. Management Resources/Intangible Assets

2.2.2. Relationships with Stakeholders to 
Support Competitive Advantage 

2.2.3. Profit Structure/Drivers

Element for evaluating feasibility of Business model

2.1.2. Differentiating Factors2.1.1. Position in the Value Chain

Value chain/Competitive landscape 

The key to maintaining competitive advantages and enhance their efficiency by
investing to maintain and strengthen

Recognition & prevention against threats & risks

2. Business model

Investors

Address “Earning power”
and “Value creation story” 
by Business model

Evaluate “Earning power” and 
“Value creation story” based on
Business model

１．Values Blueprint to commercialize Values (1.)

……

Competitive
Advantage

Sustainability of 
Business model

2.1. Position in the Competitive Landscape 

Structure to generate value for customers & society and grow sustainable corporate value

Society

Stakeholders
(i.e. Customers)

Provide Values
through Business

Enhance sustainable 
corporate value, and
generate cash flow

II. Instruction of the Guidance 
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Performance
& KPIs

Sustainability
/Growth



3. Sustainability /Growth
“Sustainability /Growth”, as well as “Business model (2.), serves 
for realizing growth and sustainable value creation.

Values Strategy GovernanceBusiness 
model

３．Sustainability /Growth

Investors

Present non-financial factors
influencing “Sustainability /
Growth” of Business model

Evaluate materiality on sustain-
ability based on from a long-term
perspective

3.2. Relationships with Key Stakeholders

2. Business model

3.1. Recognition of ESG Factors 
Non-financial factors including ESG related to sustainability, 
corporate value, and mid-to-long term risk factors

Relationship-building and maintenance with key stakeholders 
essential for Business model

3.3. Risk in a Changing Environment
Risks and uncertainties influencing growth and sustainability 
under complicating business environment

3.3.3. Cross-Border Risk 3.3.2. Country Risk 
3.3.1. Speed and Impact of 

Technological Change

Source of long-term growth and sustainable value creation

Indicators of sustainability of and feasibility of 4. Strategy2. Business model

Creation of business opportunities 
& sustainable competitive advantage

Society

Stakeholders
(i.e. Customers)

Relation-building
and maintenance
with stakeholders

Support Business model

II. Instruction of the Guidance 
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Performance
& KPIs

Sustainability
/Growth



4. Strategy
“Strategy” serves to realize a sustainable Business model (2.) by 
maintaining and strengthening resources for competitive advantage.

Values Strategy GovernanceBusiness 
model

4. Strategy

4.1. Improving Company Positions within the Value Chain
Secure & enhance management resources for competitive advantage

2. Business model

Investors
Present “Strategy” for growth

Evaluate Business model &
Strategy, make a long-term-
investment decision

Management resourcesGoals to achieve Investment & Portfolio management

4.2. Securing & Enhancing Management 
Resources & Intangible Assets 

Investment in management resources and intangible assets
4.2.1. Investment in Human Capital
4.2.2. Investment in Technology 

(Intellectual Capital))
4.2.3. Investment in Brand and 

Customer Loyalty

4.2.4. Organizations 
4.2.5. Investment to Accelerate 

Growth 

Methods to realize sustainable Business model

4.3. Strategy for ESG Integration 
3. Sustainability /GrowthIntegration of risk management on                                      into Strategy

4.4. Capital Allocation Strategy
Investment in tangible/intangible assets, optimization of management 
resources & Capitals

5. Performance & KPIs

Society

Stakeholders
(i.e. Customers)

II. Instruction of the Guidance 
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Performance
& KPIs

Sustainability
/Growth

Relation-building
and maintenance
with Stakeholders



5. Performance & KPIs
“Performance & KPIs” serves to demonstrate how managements 
analyze & evaluate economic value and financial performance 

Values Strategy GovernanceBusiness 
model

5. Performance & KPIs
4. Strategy

Investors

Present “Performance & KPIs” for 
economic values & corporate values

Grasp corporate directions, evaluate 
with financial performance and KPIs

5.1 Financial Performance
Financial performance as a source of corporate value

5.2. Setting Strategic KPIs
Progress of management plan based on 4. Strategy

5.3. Designing Linkages between Corporate 
Value Creation and Specific KPIs

Connectivity with Value creation,
& Clarity of Value creation process

Milestones & indicators for progress

Indicators to economic value created

Recognition of “Cost”
in investment decision

5.4. Awareness 
of Cost of 
Capital

Understanding of
investors’ expectation

Value creation

Pursuit of
excess return

5.5. Progress Evaluation 
Achievement level evaluation based on KPI

Indicators for analysis & evaluations of economic values and performance created

１．Values

4. Strategy
Refine & upgrade

II. Instruction of the Guidance 
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Performance
& KPIs

Sustainability
/Growth



6. Governance
“Governance” serves as a discipline-like structure & function to 
execute Strategy (4.) and realize Business model (2.).

Values Strategy GovernanceBusiness 
model

6.7. Reviewing Board Effectiveness and Identifying Priority Issues 

6. Governance

6.3. Skill and Diversity of Non-
Executive Directors
Appoint right talents for 

executing timely & properly 

Execution of 

6.4.Monitoring Strategic
Decisions 

Supervision & evaluation on 
strategic decision making

6.2. Skill and Diversity of CEOs 
and Senior Executives 

Performance, profit creation

6.6. Compensation Policies
Linkage & consistency with 
management strategy and
performance

6.5. Shareholder Return 
Policies 

Profit sharing with shareholdersTalents with suitability, capability, diversity 

Objective evaluation on effectiveness of Board function,
Presentation of evaluation results, and priority-setting

4. Strategy

Structure & Function as disciplines to address value creation process

2. Business model 4. Strategy

6.1. Ensuring the Strength of the Board
Sustainability of Governance structure controlling corporate activities Investors

Present “Governance” structure
necessary for investment decision

Make investment decisions, 
evaluate governance effectiveness

II. Instruction of the Guidance 
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Performance
& KPIs

Sustainability
/Growth
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Background  

【Japan Revitalization Strategy】 
This Guidance for Integrated Corporate Disclosure and Company-Investor Dialogue for 

Collaborative Value Creation (the “Guidance”) has been compiled based on the work done by the 

Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry’s “Study Group on Long-Term Investment (including ESG 

and Intangible Assets) towards Sustainable Growth” (the “Study Group”).1 

The Study Group was launched as a forum for considering policy measures to promote sustainable 

growth of corporate value and long-term investment as part of corporate governance reform under 

the Japan Revitalization Strategy 2016, which outlines the Japanese government’s growth strategy. 

Specifically, the “Strategy 2016” specified the mission of the Study Group as follows: the Study 

Group will “consider the manner in which corporate management and investment for creating 

sustainable corporate value should be conducted and how such value should be evaluated, along with 

the mechanism of governance facilitating the optimization of investments in human, intellectual, 

manufacturing, and other capital based on long-term management strategies. The Study Group will 

also consider how corporate managers should make investment decisions, how investors should 

evaluate such decisions, and how information should be provided, and will propose policy measures 

the Government should take.” The Study Group held nine rounds of discussion from August 2016 

onward. 

 

【Corporate Governance Reform and Sustainable Growth of Corporate Value】 
Japanese corporate governance reform is being carried out as an urgent priority. Behind the 

urgency of this governance reform is the fact that for the past quarter century, the profitability and 

capital efficiency of Japanese companies have stagnated, and share prices, an indicator of future 

corporate value, have also remained low. 

Over this period, Japanese companies’ relationships with capital markets and investors have not 

been necessarily close, as they have long depended on indirect financing (aka bank financing). 

Among companies, there have been complaints that investors only focus on short-term financial 

figures and make unilateral demands without paying attention to corporate philosophies/principles 

and values that companies uphold as critical. Companies have also complained that while investors 

have choices over which companies to invest in, companies cannot choose their investors. 

On the other hand, investors have long had the impression that corporate managers and directors 

do not pay attention to business metrics which investors consider important when making corporate 

                                            
1 “ESG” refers to Environmental, Social, and Governance factors. 
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decisions or that they use internal management metrics different from metrics mentioned in dialogue 

with investors (“double standard management”). 

To overcome this situation, the Project on Competitiveness and Incentives for Sustainable 

Growth: Building Favorable Relationships between Companies and Investors (the “Ito Review”) was 

launched in July 2013, and the final report was published in August 2014. The Ito Review pointed 

out the need to grow companies’ earning power and capital efficiency, along with the importance of 

collaborative value creation by companies and investors through constructive dialogue and 

engagement. The Ito Review also recommended various measures to promote long-term growth and 

sustainable value creation. 

With respect to institutional reforms addressing these corporate governance issues, two codes 

(Japan’s Stewardship Code and Corporate Governance Code) have been formulated, and 

governance-related tax reforms have also been successively implemented. 

 

【Need for the Guidance as a Shared Language】 
There is no doubt that as a result of these initiatives, the mindset of companies and investors has 

been changing. However, unless these changes lead to concrete improvements in the conduct of 

management and take root in line with the direction of the corporate governance reforms cited above, 

it will be difficult to reap the benefits of the reforms. From this viewpoint, gradual progress in 

voluntary initiatives by companies and investors who understand the spirit of the reforms is desirable. 

If we reflect on the serious situation that Japan has long faced, it is also important to consider 

additional measures to accelerate and expand such initiatives. 

However, merely introducing more institutionalized systems and regulations could discourage 

motivation toward voluntary initiatives and impede improvements in the business practices. On the 

other hand, to accelerate the governance reform and encourage collaborative value creation between 

companies and investors, it is essential to have a shared language that serves as a framework for 

communication between companies and investors. Such a framework will provide companies and 

investors with the basis for improving corporate governance and fulfilling their accountability and 

stewardship responsibilities required by the two codes. 

Recognizing these challenges, the Study Group formulated and proposed a basic framework for 

promoting dialogue between companies and investors and for enhancing the quality of information 

disclosure in hopes that it will serve as guidance for voluntary and proactive initiatives. 
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Expected Role of the Guidance 

The Guidance is intended to deepen mutual understanding between companies and investors 

through information disclosure and dialogue/engagement and promote collaborative activities to 

create sustainable value. From that viewpoint, the Guidance is expected to fulfill the following roles. 

 

【As a Guideline for Corporate Managers and Directors】 
First, the Guidance is expected to serve as a guideline according to which corporate managers and 

directors are able to comprehensively communicate key information to investors, including their 

management philosophies, business models, strategies and governance systems. As a direct goal, the 

Guidance aims to promote corporate information disclosure and enhance the quality of 

company-investor dialogue. Through efforts to achieve this goal, corporate managers and directors 

are expected to review their approaches to business management and take further actions with a view 

to creating corporate value. 

Corporate value creation processes are specific to individual companies. Therefore, when using 

the Guidance as a basic framework, companies are expected to flexibly incorporate specific items 

relevant to their business models, rather than being rigidly bound by each item, and apply them in a 

manner suited to their own value-creation scenarios. Consequently, it is assumed that the order and 

content of the items of the Guidance will be applied flexibly in accordance with individual 

companies’ circumstances and goals. 

It is not appropriate to regard the Guidance as principles to be implemented independent of 

institutional requirements such as mandatory disclosure rules and the Corporate Governance Code 

and other disclosure frameworks that companies apply voluntarily. Rather, companies are expected 

to regard the Guidance as a means of systematically and comprehensively outlining the information 

that they should provide in response to disclosure requirements and/or in accordance with the 

circumstances of their communication and dialogues. 

 

【As a Guideline for Investors】 
Second, the Guidance is expected to serve as a guideline for investors in evaluating companies 

from a long-term perspective, making investment decisions, and conducting stewardship activities. 

While there are various types of investors in the capital markets, the Guidance is intended for 

institutional/individual investors who are interested in sustainable growth of corporate value. Instead 

of waiting for companies to provide the information with respect to the items in the Guidance, 

investors and analysts are expected to initiate dialogue with companies in order to obtain the 
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information necessary for their investment decisions and remedy any information/perception gaps by 

referring to the Guidance. 

The Guidance is also designed to be used as a framework for investors to monitor investee 

companies and conduct dialogue to fulfill their stewardship responsibilities. It is expected that the 

Guidance will not only be used when institutional investors engage in stewardship activities 

themselves, but also when asset owners hold dialogue with asset managers. 

 

【As a Shared Language That Evolves through Practice】 
In order for the Guidance to function as a shared language that enhances the quality of corporate 

disclosure and dialogue with investors, it needs to evolve through practical use. 

As the Guidance is the first step toward enhancing high-quality dialogue, it is important to 

constantly review it in order to improve its content and explore better usage while identifying and 

analyzing companies’ good practices and investor assessments. In doing so, it is essential to avoid 

treating disclosure and dialogue, which are means to an end, as ends in themselves, and to maintain a 

focus on how companies can achieve sustainable value creation and how companies and investors 

can cooperate with each other to achieve the goal. 

The drafting process of the Guidance took into consideration global inputs and other relevant 

frameworks. As Japanese corporate activities and shareholding structure are globalized, it is 

important to obtain feedback from stakeholders around the world in order to make effective use of 

the Guidance. 
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＜Overview of the Guidance＞ 
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1. Values  

01. When companies regard solving social issues as business opportunities and seek to establish 

unique missions while continuously pursuing competitive advantage amidst global competition, 

the values exemplified in corporate philosophies/principles and visions serve as the core 

principles for making decisions on future corporate directions and strategies. 

02. By identifying the essences of the corporate philosophies that have supported their mission in 

society, companies can provide value while maintaining long-term perspectives and 

forward-looking attitudes without being content with the status quo. Having clear corporate 

philosophies and visions is also important for emerging companies, including startup companies, 

in generating social value and achieving growth. 

03. Corporate culture directs business processes and priorities of management and employees. An 

important management challenge is cultivating a corporate culture that allows individual 

employees to act on their own initiative in ways supportive of the corporate philosophy and 

vision while ensuring that the culture is flexible and adaptive enough to address new challenges 

and business circumstances which may arise. 

04. For investors with long-term perspectives, becoming familiar with values such as corporate 

philosophies, visions, and culture is important in understanding a company’s core principles for 

decision-making. This knowledge is also an important element in judging a company’s ability 

to execute their strategies and feasibility of business models. Explaining the linkage between 

corporate values and business models [2.] is the first step in allowing investors to appropriately 

assess corporate value. 

1.1. Corporate Philosophy and Vision 

05. Companies should explain the corporate philosophies which serve as the basis for their business 

models and management decisions. Companies should also explain how such philosophies are 

embodied in their corporate systems.  

06. When doing so, it will also be beneficial if corporate managers and directors clearly define a 

management vision and indicate their priorities for both future directions for the company and 

issues to be tackled. 
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07. By understanding the future directions of companies and their prioritized issues, investors can 

appropriately evaluate corporate management strategies [4.] and key performance indicators 

(KPIs) and execution plans [5.] that indicate the timeframe for achieving KPIs. 

1.2. Relationship with Society 

08. Social issues which change with the times can become risks for companies as well as business 

opportunities. It is a crucial management decision for companies to identify social challenges as 

risks and opportunities based on corporate philosophies and vision, and also to incorporate these 

issues into their business models [2.] and strategies [4.].  

09. When evaluating corporate value from a long-term perspective, it is important for investors to 

understand corporate philosophies and their relationship with society and how they link with 

companies’ competitive advantages and their business model [2.]. 

10. When companies identify social issues material to their businesses, it is beneficial to take into 

consideration the relationship with various stakeholders such as shareholders, employees, 

business partners, and local communities [2.2.2.] and relevant global frameworks, such as the 

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), which have identified shared and global social issues. 
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2. Business Model  

01. A business model describes how companies generate value for customers and society and grow 

corporate value in a sustainable manner. Specifically, it refers to the sequence of processes 

whereby a company creates products and services using tangible and intangible resources as 

inputs and provides them to customers at prices commensurate with the added value. 

02. A business model is not just an outline of a company’s business or profit-earning structure. A 

business model can be seen as a “model,” because it describes the systems and methods 

whereby the company establishes and maintains its competitive advantage as a blueprint for 

realizing the company’s values [1.]. Therefore, if companies have created clear business models, 

it suggests that they are likely to have higher levels of growth, profit margins, or capital 

efficiency over the long-term compared with their competitors. 

03. For investors, the description of a company’s business model should include what the company 

does as a business, in which market or field it maintains a competitive advantage and holds an 

important position in the value chain, the value it provides through its business, and how it 

creates sustainable cash flow as a result. Therefore, the business model is the most important 

blueprint for investors in evaluating the company’s sustainable profitability. 

04. The most important question for investors interested in the growth of a company’s corporate 

value is whether the company can be successful in the face of global competition. For investors 

to evaluate the feasibility of the business model from that viewpoint, they must understand the 

competitive environment of the market, the management resources and relationships with 

stakeholders essential for maintaining the competitive advantage, the main earning sources, and 

the profit-earning structure. Investors seek to identify these factors that drive the sustainable 

growth of corporate value (“drivers”). 

05. When disclosing information or conducting dialogue with investors, companies should link 

important elements of their business model, including the items described below, into a 

value-creating scenario. In particular, when a company engages in multiple businesses, it is 

important to explain the rationale for selecting those businesses, the overall corporate business 

model, and the respective business models of the main businesses. 
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2.1. Position in the Competitive Landscape 

06. In order to understand a company’s business model and evaluate the model’s feasibility, it is 

necessary to identify the value chain and competitive environment of the company’s main 

market, the company’s position in the value chain, and the differentiating factors that provide a 

competitive advantage. 

07. For management, presenting their viewpoints and recognizing gaps between corporate and 

investor perspectives through dialogue is an important opportunity to review and revise their 

business models and strategies [4.]. In particular, it is beneficial for companies to know whether 

their assessments of sources of competitive advantages are regarded as such by the investors 

who compare multiple companies for these qualities. 

2.1.1. Position in the Value Chain 

08. What kind of value-add a company provides in the various processes ranging from upstream to 

downstream in the value chain constitutes the core of its business model. 

09. Investors attempt to understand which of the various players in the value chain is setting the 

direction of the value chain by providing the greatest or most critical value-add, the influence 

and leadership that the company has, and whether there are ways of increasing its influence and 

leadership. 

10. If a company communicates its view concerning these matters to the investors, it will increase 

their understanding. In doing so, it is important for the company to explain the sources of its 

products’ and services’ success in the market and with customers, rather than describing the 

detailed specifications of the products and services. 

11. In the case of companies that provide products and services for business users, identifying both 

direct and final product consumers and the company’s specific value-add in the value chain will 

be useful for increasing investor understanding. 

2.1.2. Differentiating Factors 

12. In order for companies to create and maintain competitive advantages in the face of changes in 

the market and competition, it is important that their business models have factors that 

differentiate them from competitors. 
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13. In evaluating companies’ business models, investors require information concerning their 

competitive positions in the market and the future prospects, and in particular factors that 

differentiate the company from competitors. In this respect, it is important for companies to 

understand that what investors need is not classified information (which, if leaked, could put the 

companies at a competitive disadvantage), but an overview of the differentiation factors that 

enables investors to appropriately understand the business models. 

2.2. Essential Elements for Ensuring Competitive Advantage 

14. If companies identify the resources, assets/liabilities, and their relationships with stakeholders 

that are the key to maintaining their competitive advantages and enhance their efficiency by 

investing to maintain and strengthen these elements, the sustainability of their business models 

will improve. 

15. When investors assess the future potential and sustainability of companies’ business models, it 

is necessary to understand those elements and how the companies intend via their corporate 

strategies [4.4.] to maintain and strengthen the elements through resource allocation and 

investment.  

16. In particular, the greatest threat to company business models is their failure to consistently 

secure resources or losing available resources. For investors, how companies recognize and 

intend to deal with this risk is important information. 

2.2.1. Management Resources/Intangible Assets 

17. Companies that maintain competitive advantages and grow their corporate value in a 

sustainable manner possess essential management resources and assets for providing customers 

with unique value that cannot be easily acquired or emulated by competitors. Because the 

determining factor of companies’ competitiveness and sustainable profitability lies in securing 

and enhancing intangible assets such as human capital, technology, knowhow and intellectual 

capital, rather than physical expansion of equipment and facilities, appropriate evaluation of the 

intangible assets not listed in financial statements is crucial for corporate managers and 

investors. 
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18. Companies should identify the essential resources and intangible assets for maintaining their 

competitive advantages and communicate, together with their strategies [4.], the necessary 

investment (e.g., acquisition, resource allocation, and training) for developing and reinforcing 

those resources/assets. Companies should also comprehensively explain, together with their 

performance and the KPIs [5.], how those resources/assets contribute to value creation and 

sustainable profitability and within what timeframes and methods they evaluate the effect and 

efficiency of the investment based on objective facts. These efforts will promote appropriate 

evaluation of companies by investors. 

19. Because essential management resources and assets should be regarded as facets of 

value-creation scenarios specific to individual companies, they should not be evaluated by a 

uniform standard. However, it will be useful for obtaining investors’ understanding if 

companies explain their competitive advantages keeping in mind the competitive environment 

in the business fields and sectors in which their businesses operate. 

20. When doing so, it is important for companies to indicate how they recognize and plan to 

respond to risks/threats of infringement and disruption of their key resources/assets and 

reduction or elimination of their competitive advantages. For investors, appropriately assessing 

the impact of such risks/threats, together with the risk factors related to sustainability, such as 

ESG factors [3.], is critical for making long-term investment decisions and conducting 

stewardship activities. 

2.2.2. Relationships with Stakeholders to Support Competitive Advantage 

21. For companies to maintain competitive advantages and execute on their business models, it is 

essential to develop good relationships with various stakeholders, including suppliers, business 

partners, customers, local communities and public organizations. Companies should explain 

how their relationships with stakeholders should be and indicate how they are developing the 

relationships from a strategic perspective based on their values. 

22. For evaluating the sustainability of business models [3.], information concerning relationships 

with the various stakeholders is also critical. In many cases, ESG information sought by 

long-term investors provides information on how companies view their relationship with 

society, including whether they view the relationship as a risk or an opportunity, and what 

actions they will take from a strategic perspective. Therefore, integrated explanation of these 

issues is important for sharing understanding with investors. 
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23. Furthermore, when there are not only stakeholders involved through formal contracts or 

business relationships but also stakeholders who support or collaborate with the company out of 

sympathy, it is beneficial for investors if companies indicate how they intend to maintain the 

relationships with this type of stakeholder. 

2.2.3. Profit Structure/Drivers 

24. When investors attempt to understand company business models, they pay attention to what 

factors (“drivers”) generate earnings, leading to growth in returns, including revenues and 

profits, and whether those drivers will continue into the future. These drivers serve as a shared 

language in dialogue between companies and investors. 

25. Investors look at drivers linked to profits and corporate value from various perspectives. For 

example, they evaluate increases in production volumes, product price increases due to 

increased value-add and cost reductions from the perspective of factors related to growth 

(“growth drivers,” such as the market, demand trends, and convenience breakthroughs), factors 

that determine the supply capacity (“supply capacity drivers,” such as production capacity, 

workforce, R&D, and technology), and factors related to profit margins (“margin drivers,” such 

as pricing power, cost control capability, and the fixed and variable cost structure), as well as 

factors existing inside and outside of the company (internal and external drivers). 

26. Therefore, when companies explain their business models and profit structures through dialogue 

with investors, it is beneficial if they bear in mind those drivers and link them with their 

strategies [4.] and financial results and KPIs [5.].  
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3. Sustainability/Growth  

01. For companies to grow their corporate value in a sustainable manner, it is essential not only that 

they have clear business models but also that their business models are sustainable and have 

growth potential. To ensure that, companies must first identify factors that may pose a threat to 

the sustainability and growth of their business models. 

02. Although many threats are risk factors for companies, they can also be important business 

opportunities. If companies overcome threats, they can gain sustainable competitive advantages. 

Sustainable growth requires companies to make continuous changes by responding to changes 

in business environments, and not just doing the same thing over a long period. 

03. From a long-term perspective, a company’s relationship with society is critical and a 

prerequisite for its survival. Maintaining a positive relationship and providing value to society 

are of utmost importance, and will grow corporate value. 

04. From this viewpoint, investors with long-term perspectives attach importance to ESG 

(environmental, social, and governance) factors. For investors, it is important to understand 

how companies understand the materiality of ESG factors to the sustainability of their business 

models and the ESG factors’ linkage with the growth of corporate value over the long-term, 

rather than looking at ESG in isolation. 

05. In particular, institutional investors are required to understand the business risks and 

opportunities for investee companies and matters that may undermine corporate value from the 

perspective of fulfilling their stewardship responsibilities for their clients and beneficiaries. For 

instance, it is important for institutional investors to understand how ESG factors relate to and 

affect the business risks, opportunities, and corporate value. 

06. When disclosing information or engaging in dialogue with investors, companies should identify 

the risks to the sustainability of their business, including the items described below, and explain 

how they intend to create value in a sustainable manner through their strategies [4.]. 

3.1. Recognition of ESG Factors 

07. Particularly for investors with long-term perspectives, the importance given to ESG factors in 

evaluating their investments is growing. Such investors evaluate ESG factors to assess their 

impact on the sustainability of the business model and feasibility of strategies, rather than 

evaluating respective ESG factors in isolation. 
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08. The concept and scope of ESG factors vary widely. While some investors regard them as a 

source of excess return, most investors view them as risk factors over the long-term. Moreover, 

investors recognize that there are differences in nature between the environmental and social (E 

and S) factors, which are closely related to corporate sustainability, and the governance (G) 

factor, which is seen as a discipline and prerequisite for growing corporate value. 

09. Therefore, companies should indicate the social and environmental factors material to their 

corporate value and business models over the long-term and risks to the continuation of their 

business and the impact. Companies should also explain their responses to the risks and 

strategies for turning the risks into opportunities [4]. 

10. When companies identify material ESG factors, keeping in mind the items widely recognized 

(e.g., in global frameworks or organizations) as major risk factors in their industrial sectors is 

useful for obtaining investors’ understanding. The objective is not merely to follow the 

framework and items recommended by various organizations. Companies should identify and 

explain the items to which they are committed, in consideration of the effects on their corporate 

value. 

11. With respect to the governance factor, keeping in mind the issues described in the Governance 

section [6], it is important for companies to consistently execute strategies to implement their 

business models and earn investors’ trust that discipline and incentives work to grow corporate 

value in a sustainable manner under companies’ governance systems. 

3.2. Relationships with Key Stakeholders 

12. If a company is to maintain the sustainability of its business, it is necessary to maintain and 

strengthen its relationships with stakeholders [2.2.2.]. In particular, from a long-term 

perspective, if companies design business models that minimize conflicts of interest with 

stakeholders while supporting their shared interests, their social value will increase. 

13. Investors believe that creating value for non-investor stakeholders also leads to the sustainable 

and stable provision of value to investors, so they are interested in how companies engage with 

key stakeholders and how they reflect the results of that engagement in their business. 

14. Companies should communicate to their investors how they develop relationships with key 

stakeholders and what measures they implement in order to maintain the relationships based on 

their corporate values [1.]. 
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3.3. Risk in a Changing Environment 

15. The business environment surrounding companies has become increasingly complex. The fact 

that companies are connected with the world through IoT (Internet of Things) and that their 

domestic businesses are affected by overseas events through supply chains increases the scope 

and impact of risks and uncertainties. How companies recognize and respond to such risks and 

uncertainties is important for their sustainability and growth. 

16. The risks and uncertainties that should be taken into consideration by companies vary 

depending on the industrial sectors in which their businesses operate. In particular, the items 

described below are risks to be considered across all sectors. 

3.3.1. Speed and Impact of Technological Change 

17. With the progress of the Fourth Industrial Revolution, rapid technological evolution and market 

entry from various industries may pose risks to the competitive advantages or sustainability of 

companies. In particular, disruptive innovations created by competitors may mean risks that 

threaten the survival of a company. 

18. Companies should communicate to investors how they identify and respond to such 

technological changes and timeframes of the impacts on their competitive advantages, linking 

these factors with their corporate strategies, including investment in R&D and human capital 

[4.]. 

3.3.2. Country Risk 

19. For companies conducting business globally, country risk is a factor that may significantly 

affect the sustainability of their business models. It is important for companies to identify and 

analyze material country risks to their business as part of their external environment and share 

the results and strategies based on that analysis with investors. Sharing analyses of companies 

and investors with respect to country risks will provide companies with insights and 

opportunities to test and review their hypotheses. 
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3.3.3. Cross-Border Risk 

20. In a situation where companies’ businesses and their supply chains extend across multiple 

countries, responding to changes in local laws and regulations and to social responsibilities 

constitute both cost factors and long-term risk factors. Explaining and obtaining the 

understanding of investors on the significance of and response to these challenges, such as 

securing resilient supply chains, will contribute to the shared interests of stakeholders, including 

investors. 
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4. Strategy  

01. The main objective of a strategy is to realize a sustainable business model by maintaining and 

strengthening companies’ resources, assets and relationships with stakeholders, which 

constitute sources of competitive advantage, and prepare for business risks. Companies can 

acquire growth potential through the execution of strategies, gain trust of stakeholders, 

including investors, and create shared value for the stakeholders. 

02. Companies should communicate to investors their strategies to secure and reinforce 

management resources and other factors that underpin the competitive advantages of their 

business models to improve their position [2.1.1] in the value chain. 

03. Companies should also explain to investors their strategies for ensuring sustainability of their 

business [2&3], including how they will incorporate social challenges (e.g., ESG) into their 

value creation process over the long-term and how they will develop relationships with 

stakeholders. 

04. When doing so, it is important for companies to explain how they measure the success of 

strategies (performance and KPIs [5.]) and reflect these evaluations in future activities. 

4.1. Improving Company Positions within the Value Chain 

05. It is important for deepening investors’ understanding that companies indicate the goals of their 

strategies and explain how they secure and reinforce their resources, assets, and relationships 

[4.2., 4.3.]. Explaining their strategies of investment and business portfolios [e.g., 4.4.] in a 

consistent manner is also important. 

06. For example, strengthening the influence and leadership in the value chains [2.1.1.] on which 

the business models rely is an important strategic goal. 

07. If companies provide an overview of strategies to maintain or change their position in the value 

chains, and whether they have proper systems to execute such strategies, investors can 

understand the companies’ resilience against changes in the environment, which is a factor 

essential for making investment decisions from a long-term perspective, and appropriately 

evaluate their business models and strategies. 
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4.2. Securing and Enhancing Management Resources and Intangible Assets 

08. Important elements of corporate strategy include the strategic investment to secure and develop 

resources and intangible assets that constitute the source of their competitive advantages [2.2.1.] 

and the deployment of the resources/assets to provide value to customers and grow corporate 

value in a sustainable manner. 

09. Indicating the expected timeframes and the methods for evaluating strategies in the context of 

KPIs [5.] is important for allowing investors to assess corporate strategies and execution 

capability. 

10. On company balance sheets strategic spending on intangible assets are not recognized as assets, 

so strategic investment in those assets to grow corporate value over the long-term is treated as 

expenses for the current expenditure. Moreover, disclosure concerning intangible assets is not 

always linked with companies’ business models and business portfolios/segments. Therefore, 

investors may regard strategic investment in intangible assets merely as inefficient expenditures 

that reduce profits. Investment in tangible assets (e.g., equipment and facilities) recognized as 

assets on the balance sheet is not necessarily explained in relation to the business model or 

strategy either. 

11. Therefore, in order for investors to appropriately evaluate strategic long-term investment by 

companies, description of the scale and contents of such investments and their contribution to 

sustainable value creation is important. Communicating that information with 

qualitative/quantitative data together with the benchmarks and methods for evaluation is also 

useful. In this respect, “capitalizing” such investment (expenditure) with the life of the 

investment generating cash flow is useful information for investors to assess the return on 

investments.  

12. Indicating alternative measures to be taken in the event that key resources or assets are lost, such 

as making up for the loss with other resources/assets, is also important for gaining the trust of 

investors. 

13. Strategic investment in key management resources and intangible assets varies by business field 

and industrial sectors. Companies may refer to the following elements and incorporate them 

into their communication with investors. 
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4.2.1. Investment in Human Capital 

14. The fundamental element that supports a company’s competitive advantages and innovations is 

human capital. Therefore, how companies recognize and invest in human capital, including 

acquisition, training, and utilization, and how they evaluate the contributions of such investment 

to their corporate value, is critical. 

15. For investors, corporate policies for acquisition, motivation, education, and training of human 

capital in different layers, including top/middle managers, researchers/professionals, and 

rank-and-file employees, and resource allocation and methods used (e.g., processes and 

evaluation systems) with respect to these activities is important information for evaluating 

long-term corporate value. 

16. With respect to securing, selecting, and training top managers, companies should indicate 

processes, remuneration systems, career backgrounds, and experiences in relation to governance 

[6.] in accordance with the roles expected of the managers. When doing so, it is also important 

for companies to clarify what capabilities and attributes they require top managers to possess 

and how they intend to ensure the diversity of the management team based on their values [1.] 

and business model [2.]. 

17. The presence of key personnel linked to companies’ competitive advantages, such as researchers 

and professionals, and measures for hiring and training such personnel are important 

information for investors. How companies motivate employees and exploit their capabilities in 

order to increase productivity and quality of engagement (including work style reform) is also 

important information for investors.  

18. In accounting terms, investment in acquiring and training personnel is often hidden among 

current expenditures in the form of training expenditures, compensation, or other items. 

Measuring the effect of investment in human capital is of utmost importance for management 

and also useful information for investors.  

4.2.2. Investment in Technology (Intellectual Capital) 

19. Technology in the broad sense of the term, i.e., intellectual capital, is a source of both 

differentiation and competitive advantage for companies. Turning tacit knowledge such as skills 

and knowhow into explicit knowledge throughout the business processes, including R&D, 

business development, production, distribution, sales, and service provision, in order to create 

innovation is an important management challenge for companies. 
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20. In order to evaluate their competitiveness, companies need to understand whether and to what 

extent their technology is superior to those of competitors. If their technology is currently 

inferior, how the company intends to overcome the disadvantages and at what speed, are also 

important information for investors to evaluate companies’ strategies. 

21. It is beneficial for investors to understand companies’ technologies if companies provide 

various opportunities for communicating with investors such as factory tours or technology 

seminars in addition to general information disclosures. 

22. The technology/intellectual capital of companies varies depending on the business field and 

industry. Described below are important points for corporate disclosure and dialogue with 

investors regarding R&D and IT/software investment, which concern many companies. 

4.2.2.1. R&D Investment 

23. Developing a strategy that connects R&D investment to competitive advantage and creates 

intellectual assets that contribute to the sustainable growth of corporate value is an important 

challenge for the managers/directors of companies. Investors need to understand this in 

evaluating company’s value creation capacity from a long-term perspective. 

24. On the other hand, it is difficult to objectively evaluate how R&D investment contributes to 

profitability and corporate value (i.e., R&D efficiency) for various reasons: the causal 

relationship is complex, because a typical research project leads to multiple development 

programs; basic research does not directly lead to product development; and generating earnings 

takes a long time. 

25. The focus of attention for investors when they evaluate a company’s R&D investment is how 

the investment is positioned within its business model. For example, it would be beneficial if 

companies disclosed not only the total amount of R&D expenditure but also R&D expenditure 

by segment and provided objective data that indicate the market viability of their R&D, 

possible changes in their position(s) in the value chain, and the source of their advantages (e.g., 

the specialties and number of researchers). Information on the useful life of R&D is also 

informative for investors’ evaluation. 

26. Concerning patents and licenses acquired as a result of investment, investors focus their 

attention not only on the numbers of patents, etc., but also on their quality in terms of whether 

they are useful in creating barriers to entry for other companies. 
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27. These information items are generally monitored by companies and are often disclosed in some 

way or another. The focus of attention for investors is not classified information that may affect 

the competitive conditions of companies, but how companies position the information items 

under their business models and strategies, and from what viewpoint and based on which facts 

performance is evaluated. 

28. Moreover, R&D investment is also an important element from the viewpoint of either creating 

or responding to the disruptive/discontinuous innovations mentioned in 3.3.1. By definition, 

such innovations are difficult to evaluate at the investment stage. However, it is beneficial for 

investors if companies explain the importance of the social challenges and markets that underlie 

their R&D fields and directions, specific targets for generating earnings, and unconventional 

organizational structures and methodologies used to create such innovations. 

4.2.2.2. IT/Software Investment 

29. The Fourth Industrial Revolution has created a situation where the introduction of IT systems 

and development and integration of software programs should be treated not only as a business 

cost but also as part of the intangible asset investment that constitutes a source of a company’s 

growth and competitive advantage. It would be beneficial if companies shared objective facts 

and evaluation methods with respect to how their investment enhanced their technological 

superiority and within what period of time they expect to start generating earnings under their 

business models. 

4.2.3. Investment in Brand and Customer Loyalty 

30. Corporate brands and customer bases represent the trust in companies and their products and 

services that has been gained through their past activities. Considering what investment to make 

in order to develop and enhance brands and customer bases, which are intangible assets, is a 

strategic investment decision. 

31. Although the asset value of brands and customer base does not appear on the balance sheet, their 

value declines if nothing is done to maintain or grow them, as with the value of equipment. 

From that viewpoint, some companies evaluate how much the brand value declines each year 

and report the amount of investment intended to make up for the decline. 
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32. There are different views of brands and customer bases between corporate managers and 

investors. While corporate managers tend to believe that these values are difficult to quantify, 

investors consider that the value should somehow be quantified. For example, investors assume 

that a company’s brand superiority is reflected in their profitability through their pricing power 

and their influence in the value chain. Investors also believe that the development of customer 

bases and customer loyalty leads to reduced expenditures in sales activities, improvements in 

contract renewal rates for contract-based services, and decreases in the costs of obtaining new 

customers or preventing contract cancellations. 

33. Therefore, it would be effective in deepening the understanding of investors if companies 

showed that they are measuring and monitoring those effects, by sharing strategic objectives that 

incorporate the effects of those investment and activities intended to maintain the superiority of 

their brands and customer bases. 

4.2.4. Organizations 

34. Deciding how companies are organized and operated is one of the most important management 

decisions. Reorganization indicates both management’s recognition that existing business 

models cannot adapt to changes in the competitive environment and their intention to develop 

new business models. 

35. For investors, verifying the objectives and process of a company’s reorganization, its relevance 

to their strategies, the organization’s decision-making/operational processes, and the relevant 

KPIs, are important issues. 

36. It is beneficial for investors if companies explain their views concerning the above items and 

continuously show the results of reorganizations together with the progress of the KPIs [5.]. 

37. How companies develop and enhance their relationships with business partners or their 

franchises in the value chain and how they establish production and supply systems, including 

distribution systems, are also important elements of corporate strategies.  

38. In particular, for companies whose supply chains, including group companies, are the source of 

their competitive advantages, strategies for maintaining resilient supply chains is information 

that investors should obtain and understand. 
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4.2.5. Investment to Accelerate Growth 

39. Strengthening business models and accelerating growth by forming alliances with or acquiring 

companies with desirable technologies, networks, or human capital and investing in resources 

and intangible assets, are important strategies for companies. 

40. Facing rapid technological evolution and change, companies are expected to explain to 

investors how they intend to complement and enhance their competitive advantages through 

open innovation and M&A in relation to their business portfolio [4.4.1.]. It is also important to 

explain the governance structure with respect to business divisions and subsidiaries, including 

monitoring systems to be developed after the acquisition and the division of responsibilities 

with alliance partners. 

4.3. Strategy for ESG Integration 

41. How companies manage risks related to ESG challenges that they have identified and integrate 

measures to mitigate any impacts on their strategies is valuable information for investors. 

42. It is essential for companies to indicate within their strategies whether/how they recognize ESG 

factors not only as risks/threats but also as opportunities to strengthen their business models. 

Strategic investments and resource allocation to this end is also important information. 

43. For companies conducting global business activities in particular, it is useful to keep in mind 

creating “shared value” (CSV), meaning that a company’s efforts to grow its corporate value in 

a sustainable manner contributes to the resolution of societal challenges. One of the frameworks 

identifying global societal challenges is the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and 

companies may prioritize their activities, taking into account the SDGs, based on their corporate 

philosophies [1.] as well as their assessment of the social and environmental impact of their 

business operations.  

44. Referring to frameworks concerning globally recognized societal challenges is useful for 

promoting global investors’ understanding of their activities and promote constructive dialogue 

with them. Engaging in global discussion and dialogue may also allow companies to recognize 

previously untapped and unnoticed advantages and value they possess. 
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4.4. Capital Allocation Strategy 

45. Growing corporate value in a sustainable manner by optimizing management resources and 

capital allocation, including investment in tangible and intangible assets, is an important 

decision for corporate managers/directors. 

46. In order to optimize resources and capital allocation, it is important for companies to monitor 

and evaluate the contribution of respective investment to the growth of their earnings and 

corporate value over the long-term [2.]. 

47. For investors, it is important to understand not only companies’ investment decisions 

concerning individual resources/assets [e.g., 4.2] but also how they develop the business 

portfolios and link respective resources and assets under their overall strategies. 

4.4.1. Business Portfolio Management, including Exit Strategies 

48. In order to encourage investors to support corporate strategies and make long-term investments, 

it is important for companies not only to steadily execute their strategies but also to clearly 

communicate their business portfolio management, including strategies for M&A and business 

exit (e.g., sale of business operations). 

49. As the resources possessed by individual companies are limited, investors attach importance to 

management decisions on exiting businesses that are not expected to contribute to the growth of 

corporate value, while allocating resources to priority businesses for the purpose of securing and 

maximizing management options and freedom. By explaining their long-term strategies, 

including their approach to business portfolio management and its relationship with governance 

[6.], companies gain the trust of investors. 

4.4.2. Measuring Intangible Assets and Monitoring Investment Returns 

50. Failing to appropriately recognize and quantify the value of intangible assets in the same manner 

as tangible and financial assets could impede the optimization of resource and capital allocation 

(insufficient or excessive investment) by companies. In particular, in order to “capitalize” 

investments (expenditures) in intangible assets that grow corporate value over the long-term, it 

is necessary to introduce appropriate timeframes and methods of measurement. If the 

contribution of investments to corporate value is properly evaluated, it will be useful in 

formulating and executing strategies and increasing the understanding of investors for these 

underlying investments. 
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51. In the food and daily products industries, for example, there is an initiative to improve 

profitability by optimizing expenditures on product brands, sales promotion, and advertisement. 

For example, one company is dividing products into groups based on brand superiority, 

reducing the sales promotion expenditures per group and allocating the cost savings achieved to 

advertising expenditures for superior brands. 

52. For companies, continuously monitoring and demonstrating the results of investments is 

important in enabling investors to engage in dialogue with the companies and to evaluate 

companies’ strategies for resource/capital allocation based on shared understanding of 

timeframes and perspectives. 
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5. Performance and Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)  

01. Discussing plans for the next 100 years without demonstrating past achievements does not gain 

the trust of investors. If companies want to attract investors they must first demonstrate the 

economic value they have created and indicate how corporate managers analyze and evaluate 

their financial performance. 

02. From this perspective, it is beneficial for companies to set key performance indicators (KPIs) as 

benchmarks for growing corporate value throughout their businesses and as a yardstick to 

measure the achievement of their objectives and share the KPIs with investors. Setting KPIs 

and sharing evaluations of progress on specific objectives is important for companies to 

enhance their accountability to investors and gain their trust. 

5.1. Financial Performance 

03. Sustainable growth of companies can be realized by achieving performance (cash-on-cash 

return) above the cost of capital over the long-term. Investors can make long-term investments 

in companies in expectation of sustainable value creation.  

04. Therefore, how management evaluate and analyze the result of their value creation, business 

performance and financial circumstances, in the process of executing the strategy for growth of 

corporate value, is an important element that investors take into consideration. 

5.1.1. Management Discussion and Analysis (MD&A) 

05. Companies can review their existing business models and strategies and the business 

environments that have affected the models and strategies by analyzing and evaluating current 

financial conditions and business performance (e.g. financial results for the current fiscal year). 

06. It is beneficial to use the review as an opportunity to revise strategies and set effective and 

appropriate KPIs. 

5.1.2.  Creation of Economic and Shareholder Value 

07. When companies aim to grow their corporate value over the long-term, they should review the 

economic/shareholder value that has increased and communicate the results to investors. For 

example, they should indicate the total shareholder return (TSR; the increase/decrease in the 

share price plus dividends) if investors had possessed their shares over the past five to ten years 

and how shareholders who made long-term investments in the companies have been rewarded. 
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08. Analyzing corporate outcomes, including business strategies, investments made and the cash 

flow and profit generated thereby, is important for enhancing the effectiveness of future 

strategies and gaining the trust of investors. 

5.2. Setting Strategic KPIs 

09. Although sharing KPIs with respect to the creation of overall corporate value, such as ROE 

(Return on Equity) and ROIC (Return on Invested Capital), is beneficial, those KPIs alone are 

not sufficient to convince investors to invest in a company, because it is difficult to grasp the 

linkage between specific actions companies intend to take and those KPIs. 

10. Therefore, companies should formulate forward management plans in line with their own 

strategies [4.] and set company-specific quantitative/qualitative KPIs in order to monitor the 

progress of the plans. 

11. As changes to KPIs can be regarded as significant revisions to strategy, companies are expected 

to explain the reason for these changes to investors. 

5.3. Designing Linkages between Corporate Value Creation and Specific KPIs 

12. In some cases, the linkage between company-specific KPIs and more general KPIs that relate to 

corporate value (e.g., ROE, ROIC) can be difficult to discern. For example, if the 

company-specific KPIs are too detailed, investors may find it difficult to understand and 

evaluate them. 

13. Therefore, companies should set KPIs in such a way that the breakdown of more general KPIs 

can be linked with the company-specific KPIs, or in such a way that the total results expressed 

through the individual KPIs can lead to the more general KPIs.  

14. If companies provide such a structure of the KPIs, investors can monitor and evaluate the 

performance in light of company-specific KPIs and understand them in relation to other 

information items, including organizational design and outcomes, performance evaluations, and 

remuneration. 

5.4. Awareness of Cost of Capital 

15. Fostering awareness of KPIs for the creation of corporate value and communicating strategies 

that ensure a return greater than the cost of capital in making corporate investment decisions is 

important for gaining high regard from investors. 
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16. Cost of capital refers to the rate of return expected by the market. While “weighted average cost 

of capital” (WACC) is a quantitative measure that takes the weighted average cost of a 

company’s equity capital and debt capital, there is no absolute definition of a company’s cost of 

capital. It is important for companies to recognize the variety of factors that underpin a 

company’s cost of capital, including the trust and expectations of investors, and communicate 

their views on their cost of capital as part of their awareness of their creation of economic and 

shareholder value.  

5.5. Progress Evaluation 

17. After the establishment of KPIs, reporting to investors on the status of KPI achievement is 

important. In particular, if companies fail to achieve KPI targets, explaining the reason for 

failure in reference not only to the business environment but also to their business models and 

strategies is important for obtaining investor understanding. 

18. It is beneficial for companies to refine their strategies on an ongoing basis through dialogue with 

investors in order to reduce their susceptibility to the business environmental and to develop a 

PDCA (plan-do-check-act) cycle to strengthen their management capabilities. For investors, it is 

important to understand KPIs and companies’ underlying strategies to increase their confidence 

in companies. 
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6. Governance  

01. It is imperative for investors that companies steadily execute the strategies that underpin their 

business models [4.] and possess appropriately functioning governance systems that exert 

discipline to grow corporate value in a sustainable manner. By confirming the functioning of 

corporate governance, investors can trust and invest in companies with confidence. 

02. Companies should clearly communicate the effectiveness of their governance systems through 

information disclosure and dialogue with investors with particular reference to the items 

described below. 

6.1. Ensuring the Strength of the Board 

03. For investors, the sustainability of companies’ governance systems is an essential data point in 

making investment decisions. Investors focus their attention on whether companies elect top 

management/directors suitable for resolving challenges in the execution of corporate strategies, 

whether performance-based evaluation is conducted, and whether appropriate governance 

systems can be continuously ensured. 

04. Companies should share management priorities and major challenges with investors and 

indicate the qualifications for top management that are necessary for resolving challenges, 

together with the systems for electing and fostering qualified managers and clear succession 

plans. Companies should also demonstrate that their board of directors is capable of ensuring 

such systems. 

6.2. Skill and Diversity of CEOs and Senior Executives 

05. Investors expect that the top management ultimately responsible for the business (the 

president/CEO responsible for making management decisions, inside directors/executive 

officers responsible for executing business plans) possess the required qualifications and 

capabilities for steady execution. Furthermore, investors consider it important that companies 

ensure a sufficient diversity of attributes, experiences, and other elements are present in the 

board and executive team so that they can exercise their roles as a unit, and that a highly 

transparent and objective decision-making process exists. 

06. Companies should provide information concerning the qualifications of the board and executive 

team with investors and effectively use feedback gained through dialogue with investors. 
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6.3. Skill and Diversity of Non-Executive Directors 

07. Investors expect that directors mainly responsible for supervision of business execution (i.e., 

non-executive directors) hold an independent and objective position and a will to act with 

independence and objectivity from the viewpoint of securing general shareholders’ interests. 

Furthermore, investors expect individual non-executive directors to have sufficient capabilities 

and experiences to allow them to discuss with executive directors on an equal basis. Further, 

non-executive directors are expected to act and contribute to monitoring conflicts of interest 

with general shareholders by ensuring diversity of expertise among non-executive directors. 

08. Companies should provide information concerning the career backgrounds and attributes of 

non-executive directors and the roles that they have actually played. As necessary and 

appropriate, non-executive directors should also be involved in dialogue with investors. 

6.4. Monitoring Strategic Decisions 

09. Investors often insist that highly competent directors who represent the shareholders 

appropriately supervise/monitor and evaluate strategic decisions by top management. 

Companies should explain the supervision and evaluation systems and the results of 

monitoring. 

6.5. Shareholder Return Policies 

10. For investors, shareholder return is an essential source of income, and a company’s shareholder 

return policy will affect investment decisions. Companies should therefore communicate their 

shareholder return policy to investors. 

6.6. Compensation Policies 

11. When evaluating companies, investors take into consideration how executive remuneration is 

linked to a company’s management strategies and performance, rather than the remuneration 

amount alone. 

12. Companies should communicate the design of the remuneration system, including the 

relationship between remuneration and corporate performance and KPIs [5.] to investors. It is 

also important for companies to make efforts to obtain investor understanding and trust in terms 

of executive remuneration and its contribution to the growth of corporate value. 
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6.7. Reviewing Board Effectiveness and Identifying Priority Issues 

13. Investors hold the board of directors responsible for its decision-making and objective 

evaluation of whether its past board decisions were effective. Companies should inform 

investors of the results of board evaluations and the challenges to be tackled in order to improve 

the effectiveness of the board. 
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